INTRODUCTION
Denote by C.F-, 1, the class of functions which have N continuous derivatives on the 'interval [ -1, 11 , and by I;r,l the c!ass of algebraic polynomials of degree at most n, Eff)(f) = min.{ Ilf--~Ij : p E Z7, n dk} Recently, much research has been devoted to the study of monotone and comonotone approximation of functions by algebraic polynomials, especially to Jackson type estimates (cf., for example, [l-4, 6-8, 10-14, 171). However, from the converse results of Lorentz and Zeller [9] and Shvedov [lS] , it appears that Jackson type estimates for higher degree moduli of smoothness do not hold true in monotone approximation. So in [16] we guessed that there exists a functionfe Cc-r,rI n Ak such that for k > 1, lim sup E:'(f) n-m w,+2(jtn-')= +ccj'
In [16] , we showed a weaker result, which claims that there exists a function f E Ct-1, II n Ak such that lim sup
Using a new constructive method and careful calculation, the present paper improves the above result. 
Then the estimates llFI--Qlll -nle114 Jlfnl-~~k+2+~~l-j~*.~kll -n;'kl*-11/4,
ProojI It is not difficult to see that IIF,-, -q/II = 0(IIF~FIzk~*)l1 n;'"--*I,
by Lemma 1 and a theorem on simultaneous approximation to continuous functions and their derivatives from Leviatan [S],
From the expression F,(x) -Q,(x) = FI-1(x) -q/(x) + n; 1'4(f,,(x) -xk+* + nr5'*xk), noting that ILL,(x) -xk+' + n;5'2xkll = -n~q,pyy~~,~-9,a en1 I ( p5/2-rk exp ( x/~~~g,4) / -n-9kj8-512 I and (4), (7), we get (5). To prove (6), we see
thus we only need apply (4) and (8) . B LEMMA 4. Under the conditions of Lemma 3, for any r(x) E II,,, n A" and large enough 1 we have IIFr-rll > C(k)n;k-"?
Proof (5) and (6) 
Take s= $; then from (12) and (13) for sufficiently large I it follows that
The proof of the theorem is completed. 1 3. REMARKS Remark 1. As we indicated in the introduction, the theorem still leaves a gap open, that is, whether or not the same result for wk+3 is valid for o~+~. However, by using ~~'~g~(x, n-9/8) +xk+r -n-ji4xk to replace .k%x~ * -"', 4) in Lemma 2 and in the sequel, with almost the same proof, we can establish an alternative in the comonotone case:
Let k> 1. Then there exists a function fE C:P1,l,, which satisfies that fck'(x) > 0 for x E [0, 11 andfck'(x) < 0 for x E [ -1, 01, sz4ch that lim sup where ep'( f) is the best approximation of degree n to f by polynomials which are comonotone with it, that is, polynomials p such that P(~)(X) f 'k'(x) 2 0 for allxe C-1, 11. Remark 2. By using a Nikol'skii type inequality instead of a Bernstein type inequality, with carefully chosen E, and 0, in a similar way to the proof of the theorem, we can prove the corresponding results in Lp where E!,k'( f )P, o,(f, t)P are the corresponding best monotone approximation of degree n and modulus of smoothness in Lp space.
